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Those 'Plastic' Planes

also used for the spar caps and shear webs. The foam .... S-glass is a high-strength version sometimes ... for increased shear strength and tor- sional stiffness. 
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By Neal Willford



those



plastic e Designing with composites opens door to new shapes and performance



very so often, a new design shows up at EAA AirVenture that causes everyone to stop and take notice. In 2004, it



was Cory Bird’s Symmetry, whose smooth contours and



flowing lines are a beautiful example of what is possible with



composite construction. Perhaps no other construction medium allows air-



craft designers to so fully express themselves. ¶ Technically, composite construction refers to using two or more materials with different properties together in a structure. However, all aircraft structures would fall under that definition, since more than one material is used together in their construction. In common usage, composite construction usually means a structure that is made from some type of fiber reinforced with an adhesive and often combined with a core material.
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In the late 1930s, researchers found molten glass could be extruded through tiny dies to create thin ﬁlaments. These ﬁlaments could then be bundled together and woven into a cloth. Fiberglass was born. Sort of. With the advent of epoxy resins, both the military and general aviation manufacturers started experimenting with this new material. In the pursuit of greater performance, German sailplane designers often led the way in applying advances in aerodynamics and construction methods. The students of Akaﬂieg Stuttgart built the ﬁrst all-composite sailplane, the FS-24 Phönix, in 1957. The smoothness and accuracy achieved by this construction medium soon became apparent in glider contests, and eventually all production high-performance competition sailplanes were constructed of composite materials. The potential of composites was noticed throughout the industry. Piper built the PA-29 Papoose in 1959 using a sandwich of honeycomb cores faced with ﬁberglass skins. Because of higher weight and material costs compared to aluminum, however, the project was canceled after its ﬂight-test program. The Windecker Eagle was developed in the late 1960s using a Dow glass ﬁber-reinforced plastic called Fibaloy. It was the ﬁrst composite aircraft to be certiﬁcated, though only six were produced before the company closed its doors. The construction method also caught Cessna’s eye during that era, and it contracted Windecker to make a composite wing for the 182 for evaluation. Though the same NACA 2412 airfoil and wing geometry was used, the smoother Windecker wing netted a 3 mph increase in speed. The Experiments Begin Homebuilders have never been shy about trying new construction materials. In the 1960s, John Dyke’s Delta used pre-cured ﬁberglass sheets for skins, and Jim Bede’s BD-4 had precured ﬁberglass wing panel modules. In 1972 Ken Rand introduced his KR1 that used Styrofoam planking on the wing and fuselage turtledeck. The foam was covered with a layer of Dynel cloth and epoxy that resulted in a smooth surface when sanded. Rand’s designs became extremely popular due to their performance, good looks, 52
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and low construction cost. These designs all shared a common trait in that “traditional” materials were still used for the primary substructure. The Delta used steel, the BD-4 had an aluminum tube spar, and the KR series used wood. This changed in 1975 when Burt Rutan introduced the VariEze. He developed not only a radically different looking airplane, but also a simpliﬁed construction method. The VariEze used solid Styrofoam cores that were skinned with specially woven ﬁberglass cloth. Fiberglass was also used for the spar caps and shear webs. The foam cores used for the ﬂying surfaces were cut out using a hotwire saw. I still remember the large crowds at Oshkosh watching Burt hotwiring the VariEze canard out of a big blue chunk of foam. Quite amazing



less Rutan method. In the following years, other successful designs such as the Lancair series were introduced and also became popular. Aerodynamic Advantages When used to their full potential, composites can have an aerodynamic advantage over all other construction methods. Figure 1 shows the ﬂat plate drag area for a variety of high-performance aircraft. The data came from David Lednicer and various CAFÉ Foundation ﬂight tests. The drag area does include cooling drag, but the estimated landing gear drag area was subtracted from the ﬁxed gear aircraft to do an apples-to-apples comparison. Also shown are lines of constant wetted drag coefﬁcient, which is obtained by dividing the drag area by the wetted area (which



Figure 1. Wetted area versus ﬂat plate drag area (minus landing gear) for a variety of low drag airplanes.



compared to traditional construction methods. The VariEze and its successor, the Long-EZ, became extremely popular among homebuilders; during the late 1970s and ’80s they were the most common homebuilt aircraft displayed at Oshkosh. The next major composite homebuilt development came in 1980, with the introduction of Tom Hamilton’s Glasair. The kit featured premolded composite shells that resembled parts from a plastic model. The molded parts had a smooth exterior surface that reduced the ﬁlling/sanding operation required by the mold-



is the sum of the exposed surface area of an airplane). Since the numbers are rather small, aerodynamicists refer to 0.0001 as one drag count. The ﬁgure shows a variety of conﬁgurations and construction methods that have wetted drag coefﬁcients between 40 and 60 drag counts. These airplanes all have smooth exteriors (no protruding rivets, etc.) and use airfoils capable of relatively low amounts of laminar ﬂow. The airplanes represented in this range are made from aluminum, composite, and tube and rag with plywood skinned wings. The data indicate that
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plastic



planes



Composites allow airframe shapes that would be difﬁcult or impossible to build out of metal, wood, or tube and fabric. Efﬁciency, speed and style are all marks of (top to bottom) the Glasair, VariEze, Lancair Legacy and, fastest of them, all, Nemesis.
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a well-designed airplane using any of these materials can obtain good performance. However, when a well-sculpted fuselage and wings capable of extensive laminar ﬂow are used, the wetted drag coefﬁcient is noticeably less. This is the case for the airplanes shown with wetted drag coefﬁcients below 40 drag counts—all of which use composite construction. Based on this data, the Lancair Legacy is the most aerodynamically efﬁcient kit plane on the market. The most efﬁcient homebuilt goes to the record-setting Nemesis racer. However, it is important to realize that the designers and builders of these airplanes also paid attention to detail everywhere and that the airplanes’ low drag is not solely based on using composite construction. Sandwich Structure Many parts of an aircraft structure must resist buckling or crippling under compressive loading. If we took a thin sheet of aluminum or ﬁberglass, set it on edge, and applied a compressive load, the sheet would eventually collapse. The collapsing load would depend on the thickness and size of the panel. Assuming a constant skin thickness, we could increase the maximum load by reducing the size of the panel. This is one of the reasons that some aluminum aircraft use stringers under the skin. We could continue to shrink the size of the panel until the failure stress of the panel would approach the maximum compressive stress of the material. Essentially this is what occurs when a relatively thick core material, such as foam, honeycomb, or balsa, is bonded to a thin face sheet of aluminum or ﬁberglass. A second sheet bonded to the other side of the core further stabilizes the panel, and the result is a sandwich structure. The combination of the thin face sheets and core results in a stiff panel that is capable of withstanding high compressive loads before buckling. It is this stability under load that allows the upper surface of wings using sandwich construction to maintain their contour under ﬂight loads. If the wing is equipped with airfoils that allow signiﬁcant laminar ﬂow— and it is accurately built—then the pilot will be rewarded with greater 54
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performance. The aircraft industry has been using sandwich structures with aluminum, ﬁberglass, and carbon ﬁber face sheets for many years. However, fabricating aluminum sandwich structure is difﬁcult for the homebuilder, because of the demanding preparations required for proper aluminum bonding. Fortunately, making a sandwich structure with ﬁberglass or carbon ﬁber fabric is doable for the homebuilder. Three fabric materials are used in composite construction of small aircraft: ﬁberglass, carbon ﬁber (or graphite), and Kevlar. However, Kevlar is not often used. A thorough discussion of the different materials available can be found in Reference 1. Fiberglass is the least expensive



expensive than ﬁberglass, so it is usually used in high-stress areas like spar caps, although there are some designs that make extensive use of it. One advantage of composites is the ability to orient the high-strength ﬁbers in the direction of highest loads. The manufacturers make this easier by providing their goods in a variety of thicknesses and fabric styles, many of which are shown in your favorite aircraft supplier’s catalog. The major woven forms are bidirectional, unidirectional, and knitted. Bidirectional fabric has roughly half of the ﬁbers running lengthwise (longitudinal direction) and the other half widthwise (transverse direction). It also has approximately the same strength in each direction. The two most common styles used for home-



Figure 2. Maximum allowable stress versus foam density.



and most commonly used composite material for light aircraft. Its strength depends on the chemical composition of the ﬁbers, which are mostly silicon, aluminum, and calcium oxides. S-glass is a high-strength version sometimes used for spar caps. A more common type used is E-glass. From a pure ﬁber standpoint, it is 25 percent weaker than S-glass, but is less expensive, more readily available, and consequently used more often. Carbon ﬁber was developed in the 1960s and is lighter, stronger, and stiffer than ﬁberglass. It soon became a favorite in the aerospace and gliderbuilding community. It is much more



builts have the designation 7781 and RA7725. The 7781 fabric is a tightly woven cloth that is used on the Cirrus and Lancair production aircraft as well as the Glasair kit planes. A single ply of this 9-ounce-per-square-yard cloth is only 0.009 inches thick, so usually at least two external plies are used—to prevent hangar rash more than due to structural requirements. On the inner side of the core, often only a single ply is used. The tight weave of 7781 makes it more difﬁcult to properly wet with epoxy, so it is most often used when pre-impregnated with epoxy, as on the Cirrus and Lancair. The Glasair



uses vinylester resin, which is much runnier than epoxy, so it doesn’t have the same difﬁculty in wetting the cloth. The RA7725 bidirectional cloth was developed especially for the Rutan VariEze. It has a looser weave compared to 7781, which makes it easier to wet lay-up with epoxy. A single ply is also about 9 ounces per square yard, but is a little thicker at .013 inches. Usually, at least two plies of bidirectional cloth are used for external skins—more for durability than strength reasons. Unidirectional fabric is used for wing spar caps and other areas where the loads are largely in one direction. RA7715 is the unidirectional fabric used for the Rutan designs, and it has 95 percent of the ﬁbers running in the lengthwise direction. This cloth is only .009 inches thick, though, and can result in numerous plies being required at the wing root for spars of heavier aircraft. Fortunately, unidirectional ﬁberglass and carbon ﬁber are also available in larger ﬁber bundles, called rovings, that simplify this effort. Both bidirectional and unidirectional cloth are used for wing skins and spar shear webs. They are usually applied at a ±45-degree orientation for increased shear strength and torsional stiffness. Using unidirectional cloth oriented at ±45 degrees can result in greater shear strength than an equivalent bidirectional lay-up. However, cutting plies at a ±45-degree orientation takes time and can result in wasted cloth. Fortunately, some fabric manufacturers knit layers of ±45-degree unidirectional cloth together. A single knitted ply can replace multiple layers of oriented fabric and reduce lay-up time and scrap. Some versions even have a ﬁne, 3/4ounce mat cloth to reduce the sand and ﬁll requirements. The Velocity is one homebuilt that uses knitted cloth.



to a bolted attachment. A variety of core materials have been used for aircraft, the oldest being balsa wood with its grain oriented perpendicular to the face sheets. It has good shear and compression capabilities, but is rather heavy compared to other materials. Synthetic cores are the norm today. The lowest cost synthetic cores are Styrofoam, polyurethane, and PVC foam. Figure 2 shows how the shear and compressive strength varies with density for a polyurethane foam core often used for homebuilt aircraft (Last-a-Foam). The designer chooses a core density based on the compressive or shear requirements. The Glasair uses a 5pound-per-cubic-foot polyurethane foam core ranging from 1/4- to 1/2-



inch thick. This was increased to a 20-pound-per-cubic-foot core at various hard point locations. Styrofoam is also a popular choice when used as a full depth core, and its strength is also shown in Figure 2 for comparison. It was ﬁrst popularized by Burt Rutan, and Reference 2 provides an interesting account of the VariEze’s development, including the reasons he went with full-depth core over the traditional core composite construction used by most sailplanes and other composite aircraft. Finally, Nomex honeycomb is another popular core material when high strength and weight are more important than cost. Because of the open cells, it is used with prepreg fabric.



Core Material The core’s main job is to keep the face sheets apart and stabilized under compressive load. It must be strong enough to support the shear due to the air loads and any compressive loads. These compressive loads may be induced by the face sheets on the core when the panel deﬂects under load, or by a concentrated load due EAA Sport Aviation
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Core selection can also inﬂuence the strength of a damaged sandwich structure. Hail, dropped tools, or the impact of water landings can cause blunt impact damage to a composite sandwich. A severe impact can result in visible damage, but what about an impact that leaves little or no visible marks? Reference 3 provides some interesting results when this was investigated. The testing showed about a 40 percent loss in residual strength due to blunt impact damage—including panels that did not have visible damage due to the blunt impact. Certiﬁcated composite aircraft address this by deﬁning some amount of assumed damage in their structure and testing accordingly. There is at least one foam-core material, Airex, made by Baltek, that is more tolerant to im56
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pact damage. Designers of composite amphibians may want to consider it for their hulls. There are two resin systems typically used in aircraft composites: epoxy and vinylester. Epoxy is the most commonly used, and several different brands are available from aircraft supply houses. Vinylester is also a good adhesive that is used on the Glasair series. In addition to being easier to laminate with, it also can withstand higher temperatures before getting soft and losing strength. Probably its biggest drawback is that it will dissolve Styrofoam, so it is limited to nonstyrene-based foams. Next month, we will continue our look at composites by reviewing some of their structural design properties. We will also have an in-depth discussion with Tom Hamilton, the



designer of the Glasair series and GlaStar aircraft, regarding his experiences with both composite and aluminum aircraft design. References: 1.Composite Basics, 6th Edition, Marshall, Andrew, 2001. 2.“Reﬂections on Glass – VariEze – Designer’s First Report,” Rutan, Burt, EAA Sport Aviation, January 1976. 3.“Damage Tolerance of Composite Sandwich Airframe Structures,” 2001 FAA Biannual Review, National Institute for Aviation Research.
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180+ mph cruise VAN’S RV-9A GIVES YOU MORE: PERFORMANCE: speed, exceptional low-speed handling, startling STOL performance, agile, docile, and balanced. UTILITY: 700 lb useful load, large baggage compartment, room for tall occupants. Operates easily off short grass strips. CONFIDENCE: Uses aircraft engines and aluminum construction -- systems proven by decades of experience. SUPPORT: From a company that’s set the standard -- in quality, performance and customer service, for 30 years. FUN: It’s an RV...ask any pilot!



AND LESS: TIME and EFFORT: All holes prepunched. Components fit perfectly...pull them out of the box and start building. No forming, welding or jigging required. Send for comprehensive video/info pack. Only $16.00 postpaid inside the USA, $30.00 + COST TO BUILD and FLY: All hardware, cowls, engine mount, etc., shipping outside USA. Specify video format.



VAN’S AIRCRAFT, INC



14401 NE KEIL ROAD AURORA, OREGON, 97002 503-678-6545 WWW.VANSAIRCRAFT.COM



are included....not extra cost items. Simple efficient airframe means low maintenance and reasonable operating costs .
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Check Those Oil Leaks 

DO YOU have a small oil leak in an aircraft engine that you cannot pinpoint? If so, be suspicious of a cracked cylinder causing the leak. Many homebuilts are ...
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Craft & Technique: Plastic Patches 
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Craft & Technique: Plastic Patches 
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Plastic Bag Holder 
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Shower Head - Plastic Pivot Ball 
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Loran Antennas For Plastic Airplanes 

In metal ships, too, virtually all cables, engine grounds, shield wires, and ignition grounds are bonded to the conductive airframe. As opposed to plastic airplanes ...
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Plastic Bag Holder 
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those that follow the Havlik pattern, and 

V~Ã˜ alternations appear to fall into two categories: those that follow the Havlik pattern, and those that follow the Lower pattern (Scheer 2004). Given a sequence ...
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Sew Easy! Plastic Bag Holder 

2 - 18" x 21" coordinating fabric pieces. â€¢ Sewing machine. â€¢ Coordinating thread. â€¢ Straight pins. â€¢ Sewing needle. â€¢ Seam ripper. â€¢ Scissors or rotary cutter and ...
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